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Fanfare (Mortimer H. Frank - 2009.07.01)
So many recorded concerts derived from radio tapes have proven disappointing, it
comes as a refreshing surprise to hear each of these releases. Most striking in this
regard is the Testament disc. Drawn from tapes made by the BBC, it offers stereo
sound that is equal to that of studio efforts of the period. Indeed, in listening to the
Strauss, it was hard to determine whether it was Karajan’s conducting or the
exceptional engineering that was so seductive. Not having heard the conductor’s
other recordings of the work, I cannot judge how this performance compares to them.
But as an example of the brilliance of the Philharmonia Orchestra and a flair for color
that Karajan did not always display, this performance makes this disc worth having.
The account of the Beethoven Fourth is not nearly as distinguished. Shorn of repeats
in outer movements and rather bland, it lacks the wallop of some of Karajan’s studio
efforts, the strongest among them the first of three he recorded for DG.
The Audite release, by contrast, is remarkable on a number of levels. For one thing,
each of the symphonies it offers was recorded at a concert marking a historic event,
the “Eroica” from one that comprised the first post-war public appearance of the
Berlin Philharmonic, that of the Ninth occurring on the 75th anniversary of that
orchestra. Musically, each is a defining point in Karajan’s approach to Beethoven.
The earliest of the conductor’s surviving accounts of the “Eroica” is a 1944
performance with the Prussian State Orchestra of Berlin (possibly still available on
Koch 1509). It is the broadest of the six Karajan versions that I have heard. This
1953 account is very different. In many respects it anticipates the lean, comparative
fleetness of the conductor’s last (all digital) effort for DG. Indeed, it is often a more
incisive version than Karajan’s recording from the previous year with the
Philharmonia Orchestra. But it also features occasional rhythmic ruptures that
characterized Furtwängler’s approach, albeit less extreme. Unfortunately, the sound,
although ample in presence and free of tape hiss, is marred by an unpleasant
metallic harshness in the strings that cannot be neutralized with a treble control. But
a flexible equalizer should help to improve things. This Ninth Symphony from five
years later is remarkable for the way it echoes Karajan’s first studio effort (with the
Vienna Philharmonic from 1947, still available on a single EMI CD). Particularly
noteworthy are the cascading, explosive legatos of the first movement and, on the
negative side, some undue haste in the finale. But this live account offers greater
intensity in the second movement, where a first repeat (omitted in 1947) is included.
Moreover, it is sonically better than that recording, and vastly superior in that regard
to the strident “Eroica” included in this set. A few bloopers from the horns simply add
to the “live” ethos. Certainly, for those who admire Karajan, this release should have
great appeal.
Never having heard Karajan’s EMI recording of Fidelio (1970), I cannot say how it
compares to this live one of 13 years earlier. But having read unfavorable reviews of
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that later one, I doubt if they are similar. Put differently, this is a compelling
production, laudable in several ways. The sound is better than that of many live
Orfeo productions I have heard: wide in frequency response, sufficiently well
balanced so that characters never seem to move too much off of the microphone,
and encompassing a dynamic range, its only lack is the dimension that stereo can
provide. It is the fifth live account of the opera in my collection. The others include
two led by Bruno Walter at the Met (1941and 1951, both with Flagstad in a three-CD
West Hill set sold only outside the U.S.), two led by Furtwängler at Salzburg (with
Flagstad, 1950 and Martha Mödl in 1953, the latter on a now hard-to-find Virtuoso
set, 2697272, where at one point the orchestra falls apart in the Leonore No. 3), and
the fine 1961 Covent Garden production led by Klemperer, with Sena Jurinac in the
title role, a kind of graduation from her many phonographic appearances as
Marzelline.
This 1957 performance marked Karajan’s first summer at Salzburg and is unlike any
of the others just cited, less shapeless and better disciplined that either of Walter’s,
more propulsive, yet with a wider range of tempos than Klemperer’s or either of those
led by Furtwängler. It also features one oddity I’ve never previously encountered: in
what (presumably) may have been an attempt to avoid applause at the end of the
rousing Leonore No. 3, Karajan launches immediately into the courtyard finale by
cutting its opening chords and choral “Heils.” On first hearing, it comes as a shock,
but it makes dramatic sense. So does the entire performance. The comparative
lightness of the first act never drags, Nicola Zaccaria’s projection of Leonore’s
“Abscheulicher” and “Komm, Hoffnung” aptly fierce and tender, the Prisoners’ Chorus
a poignant blend of tenderness and assertion. Florestan’s act II opener, “In des
Lebens Frülingstage,” may be a bit too sweet-toned for one in a dungeon, but is
nonetheless superbly sung. Ironically, the kind of dreary dankness suggested in
some studio recordings through the use of echo is absent here, but the scene is still
compelling. And the other singers are all more than adequate. Most of all, one hears
this performance not as a recording, but as a dramatic theatrical experience. Even
those who own some of the other live accounts cited here (Klemperer’s is especially
distinguished) would do well to investigate this one. Orfeo provides a plot summary
but no libretto.
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